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Abstract
The problem of automatic detection and recording of active
speaker talks among more than thirty participants located in the
medium meeting room is not solved completely. In the developed
smart meeting room techniques of video tracking and audio
source localization are implemented for recording AVI files of
speaker messages. Video processing of streams from five cameras
serves for registration participants in fixed chair positions,
tracking main speaker and recording view to the audience. The
experiments showed that the developed audiovisual system
captured messages of all the speakers. The detection error of
beginning and ending of speech message had acceptable rate.
Keywords: Video surveillance, Computer vision, Speaker
detection, Smart meeting room.

1. INTRODUCTION
Choosing current active speaker and recording his/her activity
during an event are the main tasks for meeting recording and
supporting teleconference systems [1, 2]. Panoramic and personal
cameras could be employed for simultaneous recording of all
participants. Such approach is suitable for small events, where all
the participants are located at one table. Increase in participant
number leads to space extension, which should to be processed, as
well as cost of recording technical equipment.
Several approaches of information presenting such as oral
statement, presentation, whiteboard notes, demonstration of
audiovisual data may be used for support educational events such
as teleconference, lecture, workshop, meeting, which are carried
out in rooms with state of art multimedia equipment. General
lecture scenario implies that students have to write most fully
information of lecture talk. However, students usually may write
only short notes and main words. So in order to provide
participants with meetings materials the audiovisual system for
meetings recording and processing was developed [3]. The first
prototype of such system was developed in the Cornell
University [4], which consists of two cameras for lecture talk and
presentation slides recording. Another system is FLYSPEC [5],
which was developed at 2002 year by FX Palo Alto Labs and its
intended for supporting teleconference. Two video sensors were
implemented in this system: high resolution camera and
Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ) camera. The system may automatically
control second camera or by analysis of participants requests.
Automatic analysis of audio and video data recorded during a
meeting is not trivial task, since it is necessary to track a lot of
participants, which randomly change position of their body, head
and gaze. In order to detect participant activity several approaches
based on using panoramic cameras, intelligent PTZ cameras,

distributed camera systems were employed [5, 6]. Besides video
monitoring, motion sensors and microphone arrays could be
implemented for detecting participant’s location and selection of
the current speaker [7]. The sound source localization technique is
effective for small lections or conference rooms. Personal
microphones for all the participants or system of microphone
arrays, which set on several walls of smart room, are employed for
audio re-cording in medium rooms [8, 9].
Description of the technological framework of the smart meeting
room is presented in Section 2. An algorithm describing the
interaction of sound source localization and video tracking
modules during speaker detection, recording audio video files and
synchronization all the data streams is presented in Section 3. The
results of the experiment are discussed in Section 4.

2. TECHNOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
SMART MEETING ROOM

OF

THE

A premises of 72 square meters located inside the institute
building was supplied for intelligent meeting room in 2008 at the
financial support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research.
Monitoring of the room is performed by 15 video cameras
mounted on the walls, ceiling and tables and provides tracking of
moving objects, face detection and other functions. Three T-shape
4 channel microphone arrays mounted on the different walls serve
for localization of sound sources, far-field recording and
following speech processing. Besides video recording the
personal web cameras mounted on the tables have internal
microphones and are used for recording speech of each meeting
participant.
A wide touchscreen plasma panel and multimedia projector
(projection screen) are located one under another in the left side
of the room and provide output of multimodal information.
Operated electro gears are connected to the projection screen and
curtain rail. The curtains are made from special light-tight cloth in
order to suppress the outside influence on the illumination
changing in the room. The processing of recorded audio-visual
data, control the multimedia and electro mechanic equipment are
performed by six four-cored computers, two multichannel audio
boards Presonus FirePod, as well as some devices providing cable
and wireless network. The referred service equipment is mounted
in a rack and located on the adjacent room from the meeting one.
Thus, users inside the meeting room could see only appliances for
input/output information, but other devices and computational
resources are invisible. To provide service and the same time be
hidden for a user is one of the main features of ambient
intelligence.
The developed smart room is intended for holding small and
medium events with up to forty-two participants. Also there is the

3. ALGORITHM OF SPEAKER RECORDING
The algorithm of camera pointing to the current active speaker in
the zone of chairs and following recording of his/her speech
should be considered in detail. Sound source localization and
object tracking by ceiling camera are implemented here. Both
modules work together during the all time of the event in the
smart room.
The object detection module carries out the search and following
tracking of the participants inside in the room. Also the module
marks the occupied chairs [14, 15], which will be used as
hypotheses for speaker position. The scheme of the algorithm of
the speaker detection and recording is shown in Figure 1.
The appearance of a sound signal in the chair zone launches the
voice activity detection process and makes query (the event E1) to
the object detection module in order to check the presence of a
participant in the chair, which is closest to the determined
coordinates of the sound source. If the chair is marked as
occupied then corresponding response is transmitted to the
module of speech recording as well as the camera serving this
zone is being pointed to the selected chair with the current active
participant.
To avoid missing of the speech, the decision about useful sound
segment is made every 20 ms. Short remarks and noise with
duration less half of second are discarded in order to exclude false
speaker detection. The frame rate of the camera, which captures
the speaker in the chair zone, achieves thirty frames per second.
However, the camera pointing takes up to couple seconds owing
to a stabilisation period after mechanical setting of direction
angles and zooming of the objective lens. So the recording of
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Location and description of places of seats, multimedia equipment
(TV set, Projector), five AXIS Internet-cameras (two PTZcameras, two wireless cameras, camera with wide angle lens,
installed on the ceiling in the center of the room),10 personal
webcams Logitech AF Sphere (on the conference table) could be
found in [11]. Three microphone arrays located in the center of
the left and right walls and over the sensor plasma (touch screen)
serve for sound sources localization and recording phrases of
participants. Each array of microphones has T-shaped
configuration [12]. The applied software for processing multichannel audio streams was firstly used at development of
multimodal information kiosk [13]. The conference table with
installed personal web-cameras for placement of participants of
small meetings (round tables) up to 10 people is located on the
left side of the hall. The right side of the hall contains rows of
seats, which can accommodate up to 32 participants, tracking of
which is implemented by the distributed system of cameras and
microphone arrays.

images to the bmp files is started after the camera pointing is
accomplished.

E2

ability to support of distributed events with connection of remote
participants. Two complexes of devices are used for tracking
participants and recording speakers: (1) personal web-cameras
serve for observation of participants, which are located at the
conference table; (2) three microphone arrays with T-shape
configuration and five video cameras of three types are used for
audio localization and video capturing of other participants, which
sit in rows of chairs in other part of the room. Description of the
first complex could be found in [10]. Status of multimedia devices
and participant activity are analyzed for whole mapping current
situation in the room.
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Figure 1: Algorithm of speaker detection and recording.
At the same time, in the multichannel audio localization system
the wav file with participant speech is recorded in case of speech
boundaries detection and positive response from the object
detection module (the event E2) about presence of a participant in
the selected chair. After recording wav file the corresponding
notification (the event E3) with path to the file transmitted to the
video processing system. Then the system goes to the sound
source detection and localization stage again.
Participant could make some pauses during the talk that leads to
the detection ending boundary of the phrase and recording the
separate wav file. As a result during the talks the system could
write several audio files, which belongs to the same participant
(more precisely put, belongs to chair coordinates assigned to this
speaker). Name of audio file includes information about chair
number, from which speech signal was recorded.
The creation of avi file is started after silence of the current
speaker during five seconds or, that more frequent case, detection
of an active speaker on other chair, conference table or in the
presentation area. The main difficulty of recording avi file
consists in synchronization of the sets of audio and image files.
Frame rate of the camera is not constant owing to various
download of the computer, constraints of network and camera
hardware. So, the synchronization process is based on analysis of
duration and creation time of the wav files. Figure 2 shows
scheme of synchronization algorithm. All audio files are
processed in consecutive order. At first, system detects time
interval, in which audio and video files were recorded.
Then to get normal FPS (25 frame per second) starts image
duplication in determinate time intervals. Edition of avi file is
carried out during processing of packets of bmp files recorded in
interval time approximately equal one second. A data packet
structure consists of its duration, first frame number and frames
total amount in packet. An analysis of current structure need for
elimination of asynchrony appears at recording of audio and video
streams, because it allows calculating additional frames total
amount. After processing of all bmp and wav files selected and
duplicated images add to an avi file, then wav files add to it.
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Figure 2: An example of audio and video streams
synchronization for recording avi file
The described algorithms serve for recording remarks of
participants sitting thirty-two chairs of the right side of the smart
room. At the end of the meeting the set of avi files with all the
remarks are recorded. Analogical algorithm is used for tracking
main speaker in the presentation area. The description of the
approach, which is used to capture activities of participants sitting
at the conference table, as well as the logical-temporal model for
compilation multimedia content for remote participants of the
meeting and support teleconference, is presented in [10].

4. EXPERIMENTS
For an estimation algorithm of detecting and recording active
participant speech four criteria were used.
(1) Initial delay between audio and video streams

L b_d

calculates as difference between first wav file creation time

Tw1_b and bmp file Tb1_1 creation time, which corresponded
with a Tw1_b time: L b_d =| Tw1_b - Tb1_1 | ;
(2) A length of recorded avi file
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N

wav files length for current speech:
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The estimation of the algorithm of detecting and recording active
participant speech was carry out in the SPIIRAS smart room.
Main attention was paid on detecting active participants in the
zone of chairs. Each tester performed the following scenario:
(1) take a sit in the room; (2) wait visual confirmation on a smart
board about registration of participant in the chair; (3) pronounce
the digit sequence from one to ten; (4) move to another chair.
During the experiments were recorded 36 avi files in a discussion
work mode. After manual checking was detected that 89% are
files with speaker’s speech and 11% false files with noises. Such
noises are carrying out in process of tester standing up from a
chair, because in such moment chair’s mechanical details carry
out high noise. Also mistakes in detecting sitting participants
influence on appearance of false files. Table 1 shows results of
estimation files with speaker’s speech.

L b_d , ms

L a , ms

Min Max Mean Min
80

2440 724

N f_d , frames

Max Mean Min Max Mean

5312 6432 5608

32

104

59

Table 1: The estimation of algorithm of detecting and recording
active participant speech work
A result of experiments shows, that avi file in mean consists of
137 frames, 59 of it are duplicated frames, as well as has length 5
seconds. Calculated mean FPS in video buffer is 24 frames per
second, this is due to the fact that rounding of values at
calculating a required total amount of additional frames in image
packets. The total amount of duplicated frames includes initial
delay between audio and video streams. Also such total amount of
duplicated frames is carry out with changing camera FPS as a
result of noises in a network devices as well as limited writing
speed of storage devices. Analyses of received data shows that avi
files form by system include all speeches and a small percent of
false records.

5. CONCLUSION
The audiovisual monitoring system of participants was developed
for automation of recording events in the smart room. It consists
of the four main modules, which realize multichannel audio and
video signal processing for participants localization, detection of
speakers and recording them. The proposed system allows us to
automate control of audio and video hardware as well as other
devices installed in the smart room by distant speech recognition
of participant command. The verification of the system was
accomplished on the functional level and also the estimations of

detection quality of participants, and camera pointing on speaker
and speaker detection error were calculated.
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